
Swallows and Amazons – Chapter 26 

Answers 

Vocabulary: 

Sometimes authors use what we know to help us fully understand the impression they are trying to give. 

For these questions, explain what the bold part of the quote tells the reader. 

1. The bags for the ends of the poles were long and thin. 

2. Captain Flint was working very hard with his rowing. He didn’t stop or change speed but just 

kept going. 

3. The cabin was extremely messy with everything scattered everywhere. 

Infer: 

Question: Do you think Captain Flint is a boring man, good fun or both? Explain your answer 

using evidence from the text (you need at least two pieces of evidence – three would be 

great!). 

For the answer, you should have stated boring, fun or both and explained using at least two 

pieces of evidence similar to the ones below.  

Boring – he wouldn’t join in with his nieces this year; all he wanted to do was to hide away and 

write his book; he wasted a whole summer writing his book; he thinks his nieces are wretches 

and ruffians;  

Good fun – he knows how to plan for a battle aboard his ship; he was happy to keep Peggy’s 

and Nancy’s night on the lake a secret; he always called Titty by her adventurous name (Able 

seaman); he enjoyed eating on the island with the children and wanted to stay with them; 

Peggy said that he is quite good at being one of them if he likes; he pretends he is a retired 

pirate 

Predict: 

Question: Do you think Titty really heard the robbers burying the box or do you agree with Susan that 

she made it up? Explain your answer using evidence from the text. (You can use the whole story, not 

just this chapter.) 

Answer: either agree with Titty or with Susan and add at least one piece of evidence.  Examples are given 

below but you may have used a different piece of evidence. 

I agree that Titty really heard the robbers talking about their plans:  

She was awake in the boat in the dark when there wasn’t much else around so it would have been easy 

for her to hear the robbers talking. 

She knows the difference between pretending to be Robinson Crusoe and being a lookout for the 

Amazons so she can tell the difference between imaging things in the boat and really hearing things from 

the boat. 

She knows the difference between pretending to be lost on an island with her mother and needing to 

keep the war plans a secret from her mother. Therefore she can tell the difference between pretending 

to hear robbers and really hearing robbers. 

I agree with Susan:  

Titty slept in the boat because she was extremely tired. This means that she could easily have dreamt 

about the robbers. 



Titty had been thinking about the story of Treasure Island all day so could easily have dreamt about ideas 

of treasure on an island. 

It isn’t unusual for Titty to live in a make-believe world. She does this by calling everyone natives and Mr 

Turner Captain Flint and inventing a native language. She did this when she pretended to be Robinson 

Crusoe.  

It is easy to imagine that small noises are strange or frightening things when you are alone in the dark.  

 

Question: What do you think Titty will do now and how will this affect the relationship between 

Titty and the rest of the Amazons? (Try to refer to the text in your answer. You might want to 

think about the impressions you have of the different children and how this might make them 

behave.) 

Answer: Make a prediction that fits with another part of the story – the following are some ideas but you 

may have a different one. 

Titty doesn’t give up easily (she persevered in being alone on the island even though she wanted to be 

with her mother) and clearly believes she heard the robbers so she might look for the treasure herself. 

Titty has already spoken to Roger about finding the treasure and wanted a small search party like the one 

in Treasure Island so I think she will persuade Roger to help her search the island again.  

Titty is clearly upset that no one believes her (P. 303 – she nearly cried) so she will look for the treasure 

to prove to everyone that she was correct. 

Captain Flint promised Titty anything she wanted if he found the treasure. She will search for it so that 

she can have a reward.  

Continuing to search for the treasure and not finding it might make Susan get even more fed up with her 

and make Titty wish she wasn’t part of the group. 

Titty is clearly upset (page 303) and has already thought about going back home with her mother so she 

might give up with the adventure and go home.  

Explain: 

1. To catch up with Nancy and apologise to John. 

2. She didn’t want the other children to think she was friendly with Captain Flint. 

3. They thought he was an enemy. They heard Nancy warning them that they were in for it now. 

4. John was still very upset about being called a liar. Captain Flint had treated John very badly and 

John was still upset. 

5. Because Captain Flint had told the natives that the Swallows had been nasty to him when they 

hadn’t. Because Captain Flint had called John a liar when John tried to pass on a message to help 

him. 

6. Because Susan doesn’t think that Titty really heard the robbers burying the treasure but Titty 

knows that she did hear them. 

Retrieve: 

These questions are based on pages 297 and 298 

1. Captain Flint kept it (to remind him how beastly he had been). 

2. She saw the parrot. 

3. They have both been ship’s boys 

4. Nancy and Peggy. The Amazons. His nieces.  

5. At three 0’clock tomorrow. 

6. Aboard the houseboat/Captain Flint’s boat. 

7. Mate Susan. 



8. Their grog. 

9. A plank. 

10. Make sure the plank is ready. Get everything in order. 

 

Summarise: 

Which of the following best summarises the meeting between Captain Flint and John? 

1. Very friendly 

2. A little bit friendly 

3. Awkward at first then more friendly 

4. Very awkward 

Which of the following best summarises the dinner that was shared in this chapter? 

1.  Very friendly 

2. A little bit friendly 

3. Awkward at first then more friendly 

4. Very awkward 

Which of the following best summarises the relationship between the Swallows and the Amazons in this 

chapter? 

1. Very friendly 

2. A little bit friendly 

3. Awkward at first then more friendly 

4. Very awkward 

 Which of the following best summarises the relationship between Titty and Captain Flint in this 

chapter? 

1. Very friendly 

2. A little bit friendly 

3. Awkward at first then more friendly 

4. Very awkward 

 


